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Model of Droplet Dynamics in the Argentine Ant
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The formation of droplets of antsLinepithema humile(Mayr) is observed under cer-
tain experimental conditions: a fluctuating aggregate forms at the end of a rod and a
droplet containing up to 40 ants eventually falls down. When the flux of incoming
ants is sufficient, this process can continue for several hours, leading to the for-
mation and fall of tens of droplets. Previous work indicates that the time series of
drop-to-drop intervals may result from a nonlinear low-dimensional dynamics, and
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the interdrop increments exhibit long-range anticorrelations. A model of aggrega-
tion and droplet formation, based on experimental observations, is introduced and
shown to reproduce these properties.

c© 2001 Society for Mathematical Biology

1. INTRODUCTION

Social insects display a wide range of collective-level patterns in space and time.
Some of these patterns can be understood in terms of some basic individual-level
features, but most of them seem to result from the nonlinearities arising from
microscopic interaction rules. These patterns can involve regular temporal fluc-
tuations (Frankset al., 1990; Cole, 1991a) or the formation of complex spatial
structures (Bonabeauet al., 1997; Theraulazet al., 1998, 1999; Camazineet al.,
2001) which also display well-defined features with some characteristic length
scale (Deneubourg, 1977; Bonabeauet al., 1998a). In this context, the use of math-
ematical and computer models has been extremely useful: in spite of the complex-
ities arising at the colony level, it is often possible to understand them from simple
approaches in which the relevant ingredient are individual interactions. Besides,
appropriate analyses based on nonlinear science methods can help to obtain rele-
vant information concerning the number of degrees of freedom present and thus
help to reduce the possible spectrum of potential mechanisms operating.

An example of the success of these approaches is the understanding of the pat-
terns of colony oscillations displayed by Leptothorax ant colonies. These patterns
result from the amplification of activity spreading within the colonies. The indi-
vidual behavior has been shown to be chaotic (Cole, 1991b) whereas the global
dynamics is much more regular (Frankset al., 1990;Cole, 1991a) and exhibits a
well-defined periodic component. The observation that individuals do not exhibit
such regularity discards the presence of a simple explanation in terms of the syn-
chronization of coupled oscillators. Instead, simple models based on the presence
of autocatalytic processes (Goss and Deneubourg, 1988; Soĺe et al., 1993) fully
explained the origins and possible implications of these behavioral patterns. Once
the mechanisms are identified, their functional role can also eventually become
identified.

A different example is the formation of bridges or chains in some social insect
colonies. This is one of the most striking collective patterns that arises in the animal
kingdom. Such structures have been reported, for example, in the army antEciton
burchelli (Schneirla, 1971; Franks, 1989), in the African weaver antOecophylla
longinoda(Hölldobler and Wilson, 1977, 1978, 1990), or in the honeybeeApis
mellifera (Darchen, 1959): workers form bridges or chains by linking their bod-
ies when they form a bivouac, bridge a significant distance, and even form across
water producing a pontoon bridge, explore a new space or cooperate in nest build-
ing. How these bridges or chains form is to a large extent an unsolved question.
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Understanding how they emerge and change is an important question. They result
from the coordinated activity of many individuals that gather only local informa-
tion, but eventually lead to large structures with some functional role.

The study and manipulation of ant colonies in the wild is far from easy. But
appropriate experimental conditions can help to identify some of the underlying
mechanisms at work. Is the formation of bridges or chains a more or less weakly
coherent phenomenon, explained from individual rules together with, perhaps,
some amount of randomness? Or else, is there some underlying regularity resulting
from collective behavior?

Here we will consider a well-defined aspect of these processes: the formation
of aggregates and droplets in experimental ant colonies. The choice is not arbi-
trary. The dripping faucet is one of the best examples of low-dimensional chaos in
physics (Shaw, 1984). By studying different temporal features of the leaky faucet,
Shaw proved that this system exhibits a rich variety of nonlinear dynamical pat-
terns, and the understanding of the formation of droplets shed light on many other
phenomena, from drug delivery to climate change.

We have carried out experiments with the antLinepithema humile(Mayr) (Skaife,
1955), which is not known to form bridges: however, we have observed that these
ants can aggregate to form droplets of up to 40 individuals under specific con-
ditions, described below. The function of this behavior is currently unknown. At
present, there is no evidence that this phenomenon is observed under natural condi-
tions, but as far as we are aware it has not been the focus of attention of any studies.
It is possible that this phenomenon is related to escape behavior. Indeed, similar
phenomena have been reported inO. smaragdinaby Buschinger and Maschwitz
(1984). When a colony ofOecophylla smaragdinais raided by the Dolichoder-
ine antTechnomyrmex albipesclusters of thousands of workersand broodform a
ball that eventually drops to the ground. These droplets look remarkably similar to
that ofL. humile. Studying the dynamics of these basic structures can bring much
insight into the dynamics of bridge or chain formation in ants where such processes
have been observed in natural conditions. After describing the experimental setup,
we introduce an agent-based model of the phenomenon and study its properties
from a nonlinear dynamics perspective (Bonabeauet al., 1998b).

2. METHODS

The ants (L. humile) were collected in Port-Leucate (South of France). The
colonies were reared at a temperature of 26± 1 ◦C, with 16 hours of light per
day. The experimental setup, comprising two arenas, is shown in Fig.1. One arena
contains the nest, and is connected to the second arena with a metallic bridge. The
second arena is the foraging area, where food and water are presented.

The ants can run along a rod (diameter: 0.9 mm), located in the nest arena, at a
height of about 10 cm above the ground (Bonabeauet al., 1998b): an ant at the end
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Figure 1. Experimental setup.

of the rod can either decide to go back to the nest and succeed, or may be stuck
in a forming droplet (Fig.2) and eventually fall down onto the ground where she
is retrieved together with the other individuals in the droplet (droplet size is mea-
sured at this point), and put back into the nest only at the end of the experiment.
Ants were starved for several days to stimulate exploratory behavior, but water
was continuously offered. The experiments were performed with three polygy-
nous colonies, each colony having approximatively 8000 individuals and more than
100 queens. Exploration is accompanied with recruitment through trail laying and
trail following. This leads to the formation of a network of chemical trails through
a positive feedback effect (Deneubourg and Goss, 1989). Once a trail leads to the
end of the rod, a relatively stable flux of incoming ants is established for up to
several hours, after which exploration of the rod ceases, most probably because it
is unsuccessful. Measurements were analysed only during the period immediately
following the establishment of a stable recruitment. The net flux of ants fluctuates
during this period (with an average of about 0.3 ants s−1). The experiment has been
repeated eight times, producing eight series of up to 300 drops. The duration of
each experiment was set in order to record at least 100 drops.

3. MODEL

3.1. Assumptions. The model is based on the following assumptions, derived
from experimental observations:

(1) Aggregation phase.Droplets are initiated because ants tend to aggregate at
the end of the rod. Aggregation results from the combination of the inflow of
individuals at an average rate8 per unit time, assumed constant in the model, and
the fact that individuals become trapped at the end of the rod because of incoming
individuals.
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Figure 2. (a) A droplet is about to fall, while the next droplet is already forming at the end
of the rod. (b) The droplet is falling down.

(2) Droplet growth. A forming droplet grows only if individuals remain con-
nected to each other a sufficiently long time. We assume that the probability that
an ant moves within a time unit is inversely proportional to the number of neigh-
bors to which it is connected: these individuals impose constraints on how the
ant can move. Experiments indicate that the speed of an individual in a droplet is
four times slower than the speed of an individual on the rod, because motion within
an aggregate is impeded by other individuals. This speed difference is likely to
favor droplet growth. Also, an ant that is supporting a certain number of individ-
uals located below her can move only if these individuals either move toward the
rod or fall with a droplet.

(3) Fall. We assume that gravity is the most important factor to explain that
droplets fall: a tarsal link that connects a supporting ant to supported ants fails
because the supporting individual has to deal with too much weight. It is assumed
that the probabilityPr that a link fails within a timeδt is a sigmoid function of the
total weightW (expressed in number of individuals) supported by that link:

Pr = (1+ (W/Wc)
−β)−1,
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whereWc is a threshold weight at whichPr = 0.5, andβ is a parameter that
describes the steepness ofPr (W) at W = Wc. For W � Wc, Pr is small, whilePr

tends to 1 asW becomes significantly larger thanWc.

3.2. Model description.

Space and agents.Ants are represented by simple artificial agents that move in
a three-dimensional discrete cubic lattice. A vertical rod, 1 lattice site wide and
several lattice sites long, is simulated:8 agents are injected into the system per
unit time at the beginning of the rod (from which agents can also exit the system).

Each time step of a Monte Carlo simulation corresponds toδt = 0.125 s. Each
agent, represented by a one-site cube, occupies one lattice site; there can be no
more than one agent at any site. Neighboring sites of an agent’s current site include
all the 18 sites that have at least one edge in common with the agent’s site. An
agent that moves goes to a randomly selected empty neighboring site under the
constraint that the agent stays connected to at least one site that is occupied either
by another agent or by a portion of the rod. Being connected to a site means
that one face of the cube that represents the agent must be in contact with one
face of the cube that represents that site. Only non-supporting individuals can
move, and only if there exists an empty neighboring site. Vertical motion is also
constrained by the following rule: an individual that moves down (respectively
up) at a given time step is not allowed to move up (respectively down) at the next
time step. This rule models motion inertia. The agents’ positions are updated in
a random sequential order: all agents are visited for a possible update once and
only once within each time step. An agent may either stay immobile, or move,
or discontinue with probabilityPr (W) a link that it is supporting. In the latter
case, the discontinued link may result in one or several agents no longer being
connected to a set of agents connected to the rod: such individuals fall together
in a droplet. In addition, any agent located at the end of a horizontal structure
of agents is automatically relocated under the horizontal structure (Fig.3) within
the current time unit: this procedure avoids the appearance of unrealistically large
horizontal structures.

Weight supported by an agent.We now have to determine how to compute the
weightW that is supported by an agent. When a set of agents is connected to the
rest of the droplet by a single link (as opposed to multiple links), the total weight
of this set is assigned to the supporting agent. In other cases, the weight supported
by an agent is approximated. Let us introduce for clarity a special class of agents,
pillar-agents: a pillar-agent is an agent that directly transmits the weight of the
structure that it supports to an agent (or the rod) located above it. The weight
supported by a pillar-agent is computed level by level from the bottom up. When
a pillar-agent is the only supporting agent of a structure, that structure’s weight is
assigned to the agent. The total weight that an agent is supporting alone is called
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Figure 3. (a) Sketch of the model. The dark cube represents the end of the rod. Other
unit cubes represent individual agents. An agent is located at the end of an unstable hor-
izontal structure: in the model, this agent immediately changes position, so as to avoid
the development of long horizontal structures. (b) The unstable agent has been relocated.
Relocation occurs within a time step.

direct weight. When a structure is connected to an upper level through several links,
the structure’s weight is assumed to be evenly partitioned among all pillar-agents of
the upper level. The model also includes the effects of lateral interactions among
agents: neighboring pillar-agents may transfer direct weight among themselves.
Each pillar-agent in the model transfers a fractionf (k) of its direct weight to each
of its k(= 1,2,3,4) neighbors. We assume here thatf (1) = 0.3, f (2) = 0.2,
f (3) = 0.15 and f (4) = 0.125. In any case, the total weight of a given level is
propagated to the upper level without loss.

Link failure. When the only link that connects a structure to the rest of the
droplet fails [with probabilityPr (W)], that structure falls and is therefore removed
from the system. However, a link may fail without automatically leading to a
falling droplet, when a structure is connected to the rest of the droplet through sev-
eral links. The effect of such an agent’s failing link is simulated by moving this
agent to a lower level site that is closest to the failure site. When a structure sup-
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ported only by this agent is also present, this effect is accompanied by a relocation
of that structure at a lower level. Finally, it is assumed that links that connect agents
to the rod are stronger than inter-agent links:Wc is replaced byWrod

c = 2Wc, so that
the probability of failure of such link that connects an agent to the rod is smaller.

4. RESULTS

Several quantities were measured in both the experiments and the model, includ-
ing droplet sizes and interdrop intervals (time intervals that separate two successive
droplets). LetDT(n) be the time interval that separates the(n+ 1)th droplet from
the nth droplet. The time series of interdrop intervalsDT(n) connects the study
of the formation and dynamics of droplets in ants to that of a dripping faucet,
which was introduced as an early and simple example of a chaotic system (Shaw,
1984; Martienet al., 1985; Austin, 1991; Sartorelliet al., 1994; Pennaet al., 1995;
Sanchez-Ortiz and Salas-Brito, 1995). The physics of the dripping faucet involves
surface tension, which decreases the dripping rate, and gravity, which acts as a
nonlinearly coupled competitive force. The physical mechanisms underlying the
dynamics of droplets in ants, although they are not fully understood, are likely to
result from a competition between gravity and the equivalent of tension or cohesive
forces among ants. It is therefore interesting to compare the properties ofDT(n) in
the experiments and the model with those of interdrop intervals measured on real
or simulated dripping faucets.

In order to determine what values of the model parameters provide the best fit
to the experimental data, the probability distributions of the droplet sizeS P(S)
and P(DT) were used. Note that droplets comprised of a single individual were
not considered for the analysis: both the model, which focuses on weight-induced
link failure, and experimental observations suggest that the mechanisms underlying
single-ant droplets, due to ants that fall down, are very different from those under-
lying multiple-individual droplets, due to weight-related link failures. The model
can therefore only describe droplets of more than one individual. Figure4 shows
P(S) obtained from the experiments and from the model for those values of the
parameters (Wc = 22,β = 5,8 = 2 agents s−1) that yield the best approximation.
Both distributions have a remarkable overlap. The quality of the fit is sensitive to
both Wc andβ. P(DT) was more difficult to fit with the model. Figure5 shows
that the experimentalP(DT) is reasonably well, but not perfectly, approximated
by the P(DT) distribution obtained from the model. It is also interesting that the
average interdrop interval〈DT〉 in the model decreases as the flux8 increases. No
consistent experimental measurements could relate〈DT〉 to8 because the flux of
ants could not be tuned, but that〈DT〉 increases when8 decreases seems quite
plausible. Almost no droplet could be observed in the model for8 < 0.8 agent
s−1, and a similar threshold value was observed in the experiments: no droplet was
observed for8̄ < 1.3 ant s−1, where8̄ is the flux of ants averaged over 10 min.
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Figure 4. Probability distributionP(s) of the droplet sizes for the experiments (cumulative
histogram over several experiments:N = 494 data points,〈S〉 = 10.3, σ = 6.8) and the
model (Wc = 22, β = 5, 8 = 2 agents s−1: N = 20 000 data points,〈S〉 = 12.86,
σ = 8.26).
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Figure 5. Probability distributionP(DT) of the interdrop intervalDT for the experiments
(cumulative histogram over several experiments:N = 493 data points,〈DT〉 = 33.95,
σ = 47.41) and the model (Wc = 22, β = 5, 8 = 2 agents s−1: N = 19 999 points,
〈DT〉 = 34.83,σ = 24.69).

Let us now compare the properties of the time seriesDT(n) obtained from the
model for the above values of the parameters [Fig.6(b)], with the properties of
the experimentalDT(n) series [Fig.6(a)]. Takens maximum-likelihood method
(Takens, 1984; Theiler, 1990) was used to evaluate the correlation dimensionD2

of DT(n). Two surrogate data methods (phase randomized and Gaussian scaled
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Figure 6. (a) Experimental time seriesDT(n) (in seconds). (b) Rescaled time seriesDT(n)
obtained from simulating the model withWc = 22,β = 5,8 = 2 agents s−1.

surrogates) (Theiler et al., 1992; Pradhan and Sadavisan, 1997) were used. D2

rapidly saturates with increasing embedding dimension for both the experimental
and the simulatedDT(n) series, atD2 = 1.7± 0.04 for the experimental series
and D2 = 1.34± 0.05 for the simulated series, indicating that the underlying
dynamics of both the real phenomenon and its model may be low-dimensional. In
their model of a dripping faucet, Sanchez-Ortiz and Salas-Brito (Sanchez-Ortiz and
Salas-Brito, 1995) find D2 = 1.25± 0.08 for their relaxation oscillator model of
the dripping faucet. Longer series would be desirable for the experimental series
but could not be obtained. Surrogate data series, exhibiting a significantly differ-
ent behavior [experimentalDT(n): t-test, p < 0.01 for both surrogate data sets;
model: t-test, p < 0.05 for both surrogate data sets], support the hypothesis that
the dynamics is nonlinear. Aggregation at the end of the rod is a many-body phe-
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Figure 7. FluctuationsF(n) of the interdrop incrementI (n) for the experiments and the
model (Wc = 22,β = 5,8 = 2 agents s−1, 20 000 simulated drops).

nomenon, that involves a large number of degrees of freedom: the result suggests
that these degrees of freedom may to a large extent be interdependent, and that the
dynamical process involves only a few effective variables.

Interdrop increments, defined byI (n) = DT(n + 1) − DT(n), were also ana-
lyzed. Let us define the mean fluctuation function:

F(n) = 〈|DT(n′ + n)− DT(n)|〉n′,

where〈· · ·〉n′ denotes averaging overn′: F(n) quantifies the magnitude of the fluc-
tuations over different scalesn (Penget al., 1993; Pennaet al., 1995). We obtain
F(n) ∝ nα (Fig. 7), with α = −0.05 for the experimentalF(n) andα = −0.07
for the simulatedF(n), whereas a random walk would have producedα = 0.5.
In order to further study the dynamical properties ofI (n), the power spectrum of
I (n),

S( f ) = N−1

〈∣∣∣∣∣
N∑

n=1

I (n)e2iπ f t

∣∣∣∣∣
2〉
,

where〈· · ·〉 denotes averaging over several time series (eight short series for the
experimental data, one long series for the model), has been computed. It is found
that S( f ) ∝ f β for both the experimental data and the model, withβ = 1.58 for
the experimental data andβ = 1.83 for the simulated series (Fig.8) [one would
expectβ = 1 − 2α = 1.1: this discrepancy may result from the fact that nei-
ther S( f ) nor F(n) are perfect power laws], indicating thatI (n) is anticorrelated
(Havlin et al., 1988): interdrop increments are ordered in such a way that positive
and negative values ofI (n) are likely to alternate in time.
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Figure 8. Power spectrum of the interdrop incrementI (n) for the experiments [top–left:
the dotted line represents the best power law fitS( f ) ∝ f β , β = 1.58] and the model
[bottom right: the dotted line represents the best power law fitS( f ) ∝ f β , β = 1.83;
model parameters:Wc = 22,β = 5,8 = 2 agents s−1, 20 000 simulated drops].

The origin of such anticorrelations can be traced back to the dynamics of droplets:
a rapid succession of two droplets is likely to be followed by a longer time interval
because the aggregate of ants at the end of the rod has been depleted as a result
of the two droplets that just fell down, and it takes time for a new droplet to form
again and fall.

5. DISCUSSION

An agent-based model of droplet formation and dynamics in ants, inspired by
the observation of the formation and dynamics of droplets in the Argentine antL.
humile, has been introduced. This model is based on a crude approximation of what
is really going on in a forming aggregate, and could be refined in many respects.
For example, strong assumptions have been made in respect to how weight is par-
titioned among individuals and link failure mechanisms. However, simulations of
the model with appropriate parameter values exhibit properties that are similar to
those observed in the real ants. The model reproduces reasonably well the experi-
mental droplet size and interdrop interval distributions. In addition, the dynamics
of droplets, which is a many-body phenomenon, seems to be describable by a non-
linear low-dimensional process in both the experiments and the model. Finally,
the fluctuations and the power spectrum of the interdrop increments indicate that
similar non-trivial properties, such as the existence of long-range anti-correlations,
are present in the model and the experiments.Pennaet al. (1995) found similar
long-range anticorrelations in a model leaky faucet.Penget al. (1993) also found
the same type of behavior in heartbeat-to-heartbeat intervals of healthy subjects.
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In this context, it has been suggested that the presence of long-range correla-
tions can have some adaptive significance (seeBuldyrev et al. (1994), and refer-
ences therein). This seems likely here: bridge and chain formation need to be
very flexible mechanisms, since they emerge under changing situations which are
both colony- and environment-dependent. The long-range fluctuations observed
here provide a high plasticity over wide time scales. Besides, the lack of a char-
acteristic scale prevents excessive mode-locking that would restrict the functional
responsiveness of the colony.
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